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Essay Introduction Template 
 

Here is a brief template: 

 

Section Content 

Introduction Introduce the topic and its significance 

Body Present arguments, evidence, and analysis 

Conclusion Summarize key points and draw a conclusion 

 
 

This template provides a basic structure for organizing an essay. 

 

1. Here is a more detailed template to help you write your introduction: 

 

The topic of [insert topic] has been a point of debate and discussion for [insert duration]. 

It is a complex issue that has far-reaching implications for [insert relevant stakeholders]. 

In this essay, we will explore the history and current state of [insert topic], the various 

perspectives and arguments on the issue, and its impact on society. 

2. [Insert issue] is a critical challenge facing [insert relevant stakeholders] in today's world. 

 

It has significant implications for [insert relevant consequences]. In this essay, we will 

examine the causes and effects of [insert issue], the various solutions and interventions 

that have been proposed, and the potential outcomes of different approaches. 

3. The development of [insert technology, product, or concept] has revolutionized [insert 

relevant industry or field]. It has transformed the way we [insert relevant activity], and 

has the potential to [insert relevant benefits or drawbacks]. In this essay, we will explore 

the history and evolution of [insert technology, product, or concept], its current state, and 

its impact on society. 
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4. [Insert event or phenomenon] has had a profound impact on [insert relevant stakeholders] 

and has changed the course of history. It has led to [insert relevant consequences] and has 

shaped the way we [insert relevant activity]. In this essay, we will examine the causes and 

effects of [insert event or phenomenon], the various perspectives and interpretations of its 

significance, and its legacy in society. 


